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Fridge Spares - Championing The
Ozone Layer
While we all read and
hear so much about
e-depletion and the
d~mental

environmental effects of
the ozone-depleting gases
which are very much an
integral part of the
building services
industry, Fridge Spares
took it upon themselves
recently to try and do
something about it.
It was not done in a

"holier than thou"
manner but very much a
practical and down-toearth way via a series of
seminars in Dublin and
C
to which all industry
rs were invited.
s
Dermot Byrne and his
team are to be
commended for their
efforts. The format, while
including presentations
by Fridge Spares
suppliers, was at no time
commercially-oriented.
Nor did the speakers
preach to those present.
Rather, they endeavoured
(as far as is possible) to
explain the current
situation vis a vis
legislation and the
phasing out of the gasses
in question.
Perhaps even more
important was the open
forum facility put at the

disposal of participants.
The type of questioning
directed at the speakers
and the manner of
discussion which ensued
highlighted just how
confusing the situation is
as it stands and indeed
how confused the
industry at large is as a
result.
As if to further endorse
the seriousness of the
issue Minister For
Environmental Protection,

Dermot Byrne was most
encouraged by the
reaction to the seminars
and especially the
numbers who
participated - 120 in
Dublin and over 50 in
Cork.
On the face of it, some of
the more disturbing facts
to emerge were that R12
mus be phased out by
December 1995; and that
R22, its replacement at
present, is scheduled to
go by 2020 at the latest.
Even that may be brought
forward, the Germans
already having deCided on
the year 2000.

Ms Mary Harney, TO, Minister
For Environmental Protection

Ms Mary Harney, TD, also
attended. She was put on
the spot a pro po
incentives or grants as an
inducement to both the
industry and end users to
encourage a speedier
switchover from R12 and
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industry here in Ireland
- and especially
installers - should view
situation as an
opportunity to develop
new business.

even R22. Her answer
appeared in the
affIrmative but, as we
went to press, BSNews
could neither confirm
that Government-funded
incentives would be
available or indeed just
what, precisely, was
intended on the matter.

More progressive
countries have already
moved one step further
where new installations
are concerned and are
using 134A.
However, rather the be
anxious about these
developments, Dermot
Byrne suggests that the

I
I

Moreover, he says that
installers need to
organise themselves via a
representative body so
that cohesive
representation can be
made to the legislators.
Unless they take it upon
themselves to influence
the timing and manner of
the phasing in of such
changes, Dermot argues
that they will have
arbitrary decisions
imposed on them which
they may fmd
unpalatable.
"The bottom line is one of
opportunity for market
development and growth",
concluded Dermot.

FKM BUYOUT?
As we went to press
there was much talk
within the industry
concerning a
management buy-out at
FKM Engineering Ltd.
However, despite
numerous 'phone calls
we failed to get
confirmation.

1
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HIGH SPECIFICATION
ASSURED QUALITY
OUTSTANDING RELIABILITY

•

Not all packaged air conditioning is the same.
At Mitsubishi Electric we believe we've developed the right
package to meet the needs of both the installer and the user.
Our latest PlH in-ceiling series is simply remote controlled
and ultra quiet. Supplied as a factory fitted and tested
·complete system" to ensure easier installation and maximum
reliability.
So for the best packaged air conditioning.
Mitsubishi Electric Ltd., Western Industrial Estate, Naas Road,
Dublin 12. Tel: (01) 505007 Fax: (01) 507343

MITSUBISFlI
ELECTRIC
AIR CONDITIONING EQUIPMENT
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol31/iss4/1
DOI: 10.21427/D7CH8T
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.
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Buildings for
A Better
World

The programme was aimed
at Architects, Consultant
Engineers, Building Energy
Managers and all those
involved in the design and
management of buildings
and proved extremely
successful with nearly 300
attending over the two days.

Up to 100 delegates
attended each session of the
very successful Building
Energy Efficiency seminar
the ESB held in conjunction
with the Elex 1992
Exhibition which ran from
12 March to 14 March last.
Elex is the Irish electrical
industry's major yearly trade
exhibition and attracts
interest from all Ireland.
In conjunction with this
year's event, a series of three
half-day seminars took place
in the Burlington Hotel on
March 12 and 13.

Energy-efficient design of
buildings is not a new
concept, but less attention
has been paid to it in recent
years as a result of declining
energy costs. The strong
international movement in
environmental awareness
has refocussed attention on
energy efficiency.
In response, new

technologies and techniques

Gordon Barry and Denis Walshe of Grundfos, recently hosted a client
social evening in Waterford. The group gathered in Pendiville's
restaurant, took some "refreshments; adjourned to a nearby bOWling alley
for an hour or so of "crack"; and returned to Pendiville's for an excellent
meal and still more "refreshments". Among those present were:- Paul
Walshe and Billy Matthews from Bausch & Lomb Ireland; Don Hogan from
Milton Bradley Ireland; Tony Kiely and John O'Leary from Waterford
Crystal Ltd; Frances Dwan from Dawn Meats Ltd; Gerry Geaney from
Delap & Wailer; Tony McMahon from HP Chemie Pelzer; and Pat Kennedy
from Kennedy Engineering.

are now available to reduce
specific energy
consumption. The built
environment now focuses
more clearly on issues such
as the creative use of
daylight and natural
ventilation.
Furthermore, development
in computer technology
mean that buildings can be
made energy-efficient at the

BeMRA Establishes International Links

design stage and can be
accurately controlled to
reduce the energy costs.
This seminar focused on
these recent developments
and described where and
why professionals in Ireland
have used them.

Topics covered at the
seminar included the
advances made in energy
efficient lighting, new
designs and technologies in
heating and ventilating and
the role the new building
regulations will play in the
energy efficiency drive.

New MD at ASS
ABS Pumps Ltd, Wexford,
has announced the
appointment of Johann
Heussinger, BE as Managing
Director. An experienced
Engineer, Mr Heussinger
has worked in the ABS
Group since 1968 and
comes to Wexford from ABS

Apex Fire Conference
Apex fire protection's annual sales conference was held
in the Newpark Hotel, Kilkenny recently and proved a . .
tremendous success.
.,
Chairman and Joint Managing Director, Alex Wadkin,
began the conference with his opening address and
various other interesting papers were delivered by Sean
Flood, Joint Managing Director; Steve O'Connell, Dave
Bridgeman-Smith, James Buckley, assisted by Noel
Murtagh, with Pat Roche from Cork completing the
session before the Open Forum began.
A live fire demonstration was most convincingly
conducted outdoors by Liam Connolly.
Christopher Lundy, Director with responsibility for the
Fire Alarm Division, reported a most worthwhile
technical session with his team.

At a reception held on Saturday 21 March, at the American Embassy,
BeMRA Project Engineering, leading Irish design and project
management company, announced that it has entered into a collaboration
agreement with Costain Life Sciences Ltd, internationally established
designers of pharmaceutical and biotechnology production facilities.
Pictured at the announcement were (from Left): John Gilmore, Chief
Executive Officer, Life Sciences; BeMRA Directors, John Purcell and
Brendan Sheehan; Mike Major, Director, Costain Life Sciences, and Gerry
Cullen, Director, BeMRA.
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol31/iss4/1
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Liam Connolly won the overall ''Top Gun" award for the
portable extingUisher division; runner-up was Pat Roche,
Salesman of the year. Other prizewinners were James
Buckley, Noel Murtagh, Terence McGivern and Richard
O'Brien.
John CUnningham won the Fire Alarm Engineer of '91
Trophy/Plaque with Paul Hendrick the runner-up in the
Fire Alarm Division.
4
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Brazil where he also held the
position of Managing
Director.
ABS Pumps Ltd was
established in Wexford in
1973 and today, with a
workforce of 360, is one of

pump manufacturer in
Europe specialising in
submersible electrical waste
water pumps as well as
chemical and process
pumps.

11509002
I for Elenco
Elenco Engineering Ltd of
Dublin has been awarded
the IS09002 Certificate for
Quality Assurance. The

ABS Pumps Ltd, Wexford, is
one of the key factories in
the ABS-Scanpump Group.

Beel Extends Through
Acquisition of ME Boilers

Johann Heussinger, BE, Managing
Director, ABS Pumps Ltd,

Wexford's major industrial
employers. Since the takeover of the entire ABS Group
in 1989 by Scanpump
Sweden, the whole ABSScanpump Group now
represents the sixth largest

Beel Industrial Boilers Plc has acquired the business and
assets of ME Boilers, which will in future trade as ME
Engineering Ltd, a wholly-owned subsidiary of BIB Plc.
The acquisition of a company who were primaIily water
tube boiler manufacturers will considerably extend Beers
product range and help it achieve deeper penetration of
the combined heat and power market.
Beel has boilers in the field producing steam from waste
heat or heat recovery sources as part of CHP schemes.
Having a water tube design available will enable
applications requiring capacilites and pressures outside
the sphere of its existing shell boilers to be entertained.
Full details from Euro Gas.

Elenco Engineering Ltd was
established in 1971 and
undertakes both mechanical
and electrical engineering
contracts throughout
Ireland.
The company is now
recognised as one of the
largest mechanical/electrical
contractors in Ireland,
employs over 90 people and
is base at Belvedere Place,
Dublin 1.
The ISO 9002 Certificate for
Quality Assurance has been
awarded to Elenco in
recognition of the quality of
service they offer.
This quality of service is
integral to the company's
management system and

jFULL GAS

HEATING AND COOLING
(no.1)

Award was presented to
John Tehan, Managing
Director of Elenco, by the
Minister for Finance, Bertie
Ahem TD, at a reception in
Dublin Castle earlier this
month.

ROBUR HEATING: HOW TO KEEP HOT AIR DOWN

I

9.00" 21.2'

I

'r~:~

'~

I
I

I

I

I

The thermal gradient in warehouses 11 metres high is
some 6°C (O.6°C per metre).
see "The Robur System" booklet

HEATING IN EUROPE SPEAKS . ..

approved by:

GFlCElUFI
ROBUR S.p.A. Zingonia, Be,gamo ITALY.
Sole distributor for EIRE and N.IRELAND: MCA GAS LTD Inc. 8nan MulhareAssociales Ltd.
112c Lower 8a9901 Street Dublin 2. Tel: 01-614 803 Fax: 01-610 920

_
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has been developed to
comply with the exacting
standards of the Irish
Construction Quality
Association (lCQA) and the
Construction Quality
Association (CQA) in the UK.
The award carries with it
both national and
international recognition.

FF Pumps, will measure
quantities being pumped.
Pat McKeown, founder and
Managing Director of the
company, said:: "The very
selective use of top quality
sub-contractors allows us to
draw on a wealth of
technical expertise which
would not normally be
available to a small
company. This allows us
unlimited production
capacity to deal with periods
of increased demand".

Right: The Minister for Finance,
Bertie Ahern TO, presenting John
Tehan (right) of Elenco
Engineering Ltd, with the IS09002
Certificate for Quality Assurance.
Also present is Oavid Stack of the
Construction Quality Association
(CQA) which administers the
award.

Irish Pump
Targets World
A new type of industrial
pump, which can handle the
most viscous materials like
oils and syrups, is expected
to generate millions of

pounds worth of export sales
around the world for the
Irish company which has
developed it.
The Combi Gear Pump is
designed, manufactured and
marketed by FF Pumps Ltd
of Castlebellingham, Co
Louth, and was launched at
the headquarters of An Bord
Trachtala by Mary O'Rourke,

TD, Minister for Trade and
Marketing earlier this
month.
The company is confident
that its initial sales drive
over the next two years will
double annual sales to more
than £1 million annually.
The product is being
marketed in Ireland, the UK,
Holland, Denmark and
Canada. In addition, export
enquiries have been received
from the United States,
Japan, Taiwan and other
markets.
The new pump has multiple
applications in a wide
number of industrial and
agricultural sectors,
including the sugar
industry, oil and
petrochemical, chemical,
paper, agriculture and
mariculture. It is a general
purpose pump but is
especially suited to handling
viscous materials at high
output with low energy use.

Minister For Trade & Marketing, Mary O'Rourke, TO, pictured withsenior
executives from FF Pumps Ltd at the recent launch of the Combi Gear
Pump.

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol31/iss4/1
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The new design incorporates
a number of features which
make the pump unique. The
pump body and gears are
made from a new nylonbased polymer, Absynt,
which is seven times lighter
than the traditional cast
iron, but is harder wearing
as well as being noncorrosive and acid resistant.
An electronic metering
system, also developed by

'Competitiv
Edge' for
Mark Eire
Mark Eire BV were this
month certified to IS09002
ENZ9002. Mark is the fIrst
company who manufacture
a vast range of heating and
venWation eqUipment to
achieve this muchacclaimed quality system in
Ireland. What this shows is
a measure of excellence of
performance in every aspect
of a company's business, not
just how well a company
manufactures its produc
"When we deCided to
implement the system" says
Mike Donoghue, "we knew
that the commitment had to
come from the top '" all
employees had to be
involved; It is not a oneperson show. After
developing the system for
only a short time we really
understood the words of
John Ruskin "Quality is
never an accident; It is
always the result of an
intelligent effort."
Every aspect of the business
was examined from a
different quality angle. We
began by removing
unnecessary work and
simplifying procedures to
allow for a high standard of
6
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EXPL OS/ONPROOF

Range of Explosionproof control Devices
EEx d 11 C T6
Zone 1, 2, 11
ace. CENELEC
flameproof enclosure
PTB-certified
EN 50014/50018

EEx - Products
Damper actuators
Rotating actuators 90°
Spring return actuators
Valve actuators
..Valves
Switching modules
Transducers
Doorholder magnets
Displays
Thermostats
Pressurestats
Switches
Microswitches
Terminal boxes

Accessories
Passive sensors
.. Pressure
.. Humidity
..Temperature Zone 0
Transducers
.. Enthalpy
.. Absolut humidity
Modules 0.. 10 V-/2-Pos
Standby power supply

Industrial Actuators
IP 65 Linear motion actuators
for high torque applications

ASEA BROWN BOVERI

Environmental Control

l
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Whitestown Industrial Estate, Tallaght, Dudlin 24.
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product to reduce the
possibility of errors.

ASHRAE Annual Meeting

"Some practices needed
refining, equipment needed
calibration. Full
developmental training of all
staff was provided to
understand how to use
1509000 series as a working
and beneficial tool and see
beyond it's scope. We saw
this as a sound foundation
for total quality
management.
"Corrective action
techniques used ensured
that all problems
encountered were solved at
source,and recorded, both
within the company at all
levels and with the
customer. Our committed
and resourceful workforce
met this challenge with an
open mind. Regular reviews
prevented reoccurrence and
pinpoint possible
discrepancies".
Having the 1509000 ENZ900

The American Society of Beating, Refrigeration and AirConditioning Engineen, Inc, (ASBRAE) has announced
69 papen to be presented at its 1992 Annual Meeting
(27 June/l July) in Baltimore, USA.
Among the papen presented will be:
• Measured energy performance of BVAC components in
commercial buDdings;
• Recent advances in enhanced heat and mass transfer;
• Chemical analysis protocol for alternative refrigerants:
• The meunrement of moistnre of humidity.
Applicationa-oriented presentations include a status
report on global WIIl'IIlini: materials compatibility and
lubricants of a1temative refrigerants: impact of National
Appliance Energy Conservation Act: the affect of
,ovemment and utilities on the selection of enerty
resources; non-eFC alternatives for vehicle air
conditioning: and providing healthy school
environments.

series ensures that all the
performance requirements
and needs of the customer
are fully met. This is
possible for Mark as close
identification of customers
needs, wide experience in
heating and venWation

systems backed by a
recognised and approved
quality system, guarantees
that the customer gets what
they really need.
This gives the service
provided by Mark a

competitive advantage in the
heating and ventilation
market.

50 Days to Go
The Institution of Water
Officers and the Water
Research Centre are joining
forces at IWEX '92 (l0-12
November next) to mount a
major seminar under the
title "50 Days to Go". For the
benefit of readers unaware
of the title's implications,
the 50 days relates to the
time that will remain before
the EC-legislated Directives
relating to Procurement
Construction come into force
on 1 January 1993.
The Directives are of direct
and vital relevance to the
water industry and the
seminar will discuss the way
they will affect the industry
from the stand points of
manufacturers and
suppliers.

Combi's are catching on. Don't miss out.
Combination boilers have been making headway in Europe over the past ten years and now
account for around 25% of all boiler sales in the UK. Chaffoteaux, who have pioneered the
concept of instantaneous appliances have teamed up with Euro Gas to offer their water heaters
and boilers including the highly regarded Celtic FF Combi, to the Irish market.

CELTIC FF OFFERS SOME REAL BENEFITS:
• Reduced labour costs • High performance for Showers
• No tank in roof • Less pipework • Low running cost
• Pump and expansion vessel incorporated in boiler
All of these are backed by the well known ChafToteaux
RELIABILITY, AFTER SALES SERVICE,
TRAINING AND SPARES AVAILABILITY.

-

We're so confident of our products that we are offering
FREE commissioning with every Celtic purchased.
For an invitation to a one-day insta11ation and
servicing course simply ca11 Euro Gas.

(URO

GAS LTD.

1 Duncairn Place. Bray. Co. Wicklow

Tel 01-286 8244, 01-282 5772, 01-282 5750. Fax: 01-2861729

6 BSNews, April 1992
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ChaHoteaux et Manry •
LOOKING GOOD· HEATING BETTER

~
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ICamfil

ASS Goes
Expolosionproof!
As we went to press it was
announced that ABB
Environmental Control had
been appointed sole
distributors throughout
Ireland for the Schischek
range of explosion-proof
control equipment. The
entire range is specifically
designed for hazardous
areas 1,2 and 11 and is
I for such applications
e chemical,
pharmaceutical, etc
industries.
Typical examples from the
range include the
following: Electric, explosion-proof
valve actuators (4500N) Function: Electric,
explosion-proof valve
actuators for on/off, 3position or continuous
action control for 3-way or
straight-through valves.
EXV-45220 - On/off or 3position PI control;
220/240 VAC; EXV-4524P - 3-position control with
fI
ack potentiometer, 24
VAC; EXV-4524-YContinuous action
actuator (24 VAC) 0.. 10 V/0..20V phaseout/0..20
mA feedback signal
1,5..9,5 V-.

Application - Hazardous
areas Zone 1, 2, 11, e.g.,
chemical-petrochemical

EEx d 11 C T6 Zone 1, 2, 11 ace.
CENELEC flameproof enclosure
PRB-certified EN 50014/50018.

ADVERDSEMENTFEATURE

for

Environment
W

ith an investment of over £250,000 in plant and
machinery alone - quite apart from the 15,000 sq
ft, purpose-built premises located on a 2-acre site in
one of Dublin's prime industrial estates - one is left in no
doubt as to Camfil's commitment to its Irish operating arm.
There are now 22 people employed at Camfil (Irl) Ltd under a
management team headed by Alan O'Connell, assisted by Don
Donovan and Sean O'Reilly.

(EEx ia)IIC, (EEx ib)IIC Zone 0,1,1,
11 ace. CENELEC intrinsic safety
circuit EN 50014/EN 50020 PTBcertified.

It is nearly two years since the company took occupation of its
current base while, coincidentally, 1992 also marks the 10th

industry, pharmaceutical
industry, laboratories, etc.
Specification summary -

I Ex-vent electric, explosionproof valve actuators,
flameproof enclosure EEx d
IIC T6 inc!. Ex-e terminal
I box.
Electronic switching
modules with intrinsic
safety circuits - Function:
Electronic switching
modules with intrinsic
safety circuits to relay an
on/off signal from the
hazardous area to the safe
I area. EXL-IR - For frost
protection, humidistats,
thermostats, other on/off
signals; EXL-IRZ - With
integrated time-delay relay
for fan-belt protection;
EXL-IRN - With integrated
time-delay relay for
electronic fan-belt
protection.
Application - Analog and
DCC control systems.
Specification summary Ex-line switching module
with intrinsic safety cutout
I EEx ia IIC. PTB certified.

I

Camfil Ireland Ltd is part ofan international
group comprising over a dozen manufacturing
and sales operations throughout the world.
Group annual turnover exceeds £100 million
with employees numbering 1,000 and rising.
Camfil is synyonomous with quality and, to this
end, Camfil Ireland is now in the process of
applying for the ISO 9000 Award.
anniversary of Camfil's operation in Ireland which began with
Allied FIlters & Pumps acting as main distributor.
Over the years the strong trading links between the two
companies led to a very close working relationship, the upshot
being that Camfil took a stake in the company as far back as
1985. Not surprisingly, the relationship developed further in
the years since, the natural culmination in 1990 - when the
move to the new premises took place - being the change of
name to Camfil (Irl) Ltd.
While many bemoan the apparent decline of manufacturing in
the building services and related industries, Camfil is ample
proof that, with the correct management and quality control
procedures, there is indeed room for home-manufactured
BSNews. March 1992 7
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~camfi17

The Air Filter Specialists

CAMFIL IRELAND

-

Camfil (Irl.) Ltd.

Clonshaugh Industrial Estate, Clonshaugh, Dublin 17. Telephone: 8484977/6 Fax: 8484969

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol31/iss4/1
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Filter
type
Efficiency %

L
-+-

-4050
-65
-85
-95

Fractional efficiency %
at different particle sizes
0.35-0.45
flm

0.75-1.0
flm

2.0-3.0
flm

6-12
20-25
63-70
84-88

10-15
40-45
80-85
95-99

60-65
85-90
90-95
99-100

-l

ADVERTISEMENT FEA TURE

Dust spot
efficiency as per
Eurovent 4/5

Filter Class
according to
Eurovent 4/5

40-50
60-65
80-85
93-97

EU5
EU6
EU7
EU8/9

.L

Note! Normally more than 99.9 % of particles in outdoor air are smaller than 1 flm. Only
-85 and -95 filters are efficient in collecting smaller particles. When you go up in filter
quality more particles will be collected, thus a larger filtermedia area is needed.
leA
product, especially in specifically-targeted niche market sectors.
Camfil identified disposable bag filters as such a niche market almost
a decade ago and their foresight has since been vindicated by the
success story that is Camfil in Ireland today.
Right from the outset Camfil insisted on the highest quality control
procedures, not just in respect of actual production but also in terms of
the raw materials used. That the company has achieved that goal is
evidenced by the fact that filters produced by Camfil in Ireland are
now exported throughout Europe.
Further proof is provided by the Camfil Group's decision to
commence the production of the more exacting bag filters in Ireland.
This decision coincided with the move to the new premises a couple
of years ago and once again has been fully vindicated.
Because it is such a relatively-small cost item in respect of the total
cost of a complete HVAC system, Camfil ays that its significance
and role - not just in the performance of the system but also in
n to costs - is too often undervalued.
When you select air filters they must meet the requirements for clean
air which apply in each individual situation. Unfiltered air affects not·
only human beings, processes and indoor environments, but also the
ventilation system itself. Modern ventilation plants contain numerous
expensive components, which must be protected against soiling.
The damage to the various components in a ventilation plant caused
by high levels of dust, if the plant has inefficient filters or no filter at
all include the following:-

o

Higher level of dust in cooling coils and heating coils: - Increase
the risk of corrosion, and the consequent replacement of expensive
equipment;

In heating and refrigeration recovery units - Reduce the surface
coefficients of heat transfer, with the result that the efficiency
decreases with time.

o

In fans - Increa e the risk of imbalance and breakdown; reduce
efficiency.

o

In control components -Impair control accuracy, thus resulting in
increased operating costs.

Filters fulfil an important function, and besides, the filter cost
constitutes no more than a very small part of the overall cost of an air
conditioning plant, generally less than 1%.
Air filters are one of the few, highly-essential components that must
regularly be replaced in a ventilation plant if it is to provide optimum
results.
There are two important factors which should influence your choice of
air filter - the dust concentration and the particle size distribution
requirement in the treated air.
The particle concentration varies depending on factors, such as
surrounding buildings, the traffic, the wind direction, the season etc.,
while the particle size distribution generally follows a pattern.
As you can see from Table A, 99.9% of the particles are smaller than
Iurn (1/ I,000mm), but 70% of the weight consists of particles larger
than Iurn. Almost all air filters can achieve a high weight collecting
efficiency, but a good filter must also trap the small particles which
are smaller than Iurn.
A good F85- (EU7) or F95-(EU8/9) filter costs only approximately 34 % of the total cost of a complete HVAC-installation. However, to
keep replacement cost under control the filter service life is the most
important factor. If the effective filter media area is increased by 50%,
the service life increases by approximately 100%. It's a simple
message but one worth pondering, as are the following pointers:Satisfactory filtering is essential;

o A good filter collects particles smaller than Iurn;
o Small particles can be collected only if the correct filter media is
used - glassfibre media;

o

When you have decided the required efficiency, select a fine filter
with a large area to obtain an economic filter cost. The filter section in
a unit should preferably be at least 700 mm in length;

o

A large area ensures a low pressure drop, reducing operating costs.

For further information about filters read Camfil's guide "Filter
Engineering" and Camfil's product brochures. To obtain copies
and/or additional information contact Camfil (Ire) at Tel: 0 I 8484977; Fax: 01 - 8484969.
BSNews, March 1992 9
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Employers Advice Line
Davld Gannon has over 20 years
experience In dealing with employee
relations
matters.
Those
years of
experience
were
gained In
the
Federated
Union of
Employers
(9 years);
Clerys(2
years); and ' - - - - - - - - - - - - - '
Swltzer Group (11 years). He Is now
operating ss an independent personnel
consultant In all areas of business. He Is
also a serving member of the Employment
Appeals Tribunal.

Employment
Subsidy/Job
Training Schemes
he Government, through
FAS, has launched two new
initiatives aimed at reducing the
country's most serious problem,
i.e..., unemployment. These
are the Employment Subsidy
Scheme and the Job Training
Scheme. The aim of these
schemes is to entice employers
to provide extra jobs with the
guarantee of a contribution to
the cost of employment in the
initial period.

T

Employment Subsidy
Scheme
Employers who can provide
additional full-time employment
opportunities which are capable
of being sustained are eligible
to apply to FAS to participate in
the scheme. The normal rules
regarding tax clearance apply
and the employees involved
may not be involved in any
other employment grant-related
scheme or be in receipt of any
unemployment payment. The
employees recruited under the
10
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scheme must be employed in a
full-time, insurable job on the
normal wages for that job.
Jobs which are subsidised must
be additional to the number of
full-time, non-seasonal,
employees with the company
on 1 November 1991. This
"base level' must be certified
and submitted to FAS. A
subsidy will only be paid when
there has been an increase in
the "base level". Then the
increased employment level
must be maintained for a
minimum of 78 qualifying
weeks.
The "base level" is increased by
one for each eligible recruitment
under the scheme. A maximum
of 12 eligible employees will be
subsidised in the case of new
companies established after 1
November 1991. There is no
limit for other companies.
Employees, in order to qualify,
must have been signing on the
Live Register for at least eight
weeks immediately before
recruitment. Similarly, those
completing FAS, CERT,
TEAGASK or other approved
full-time course - and those
who had been signing on the
Live Register for at least eight
weeks immediately preceding
participation on that course are
eligible.
Under this scheme a subsidy of
£54 per week is payable in
respect of each additional
eligible employee, provided that
the gross weekly wage is not
less than that. The subsidy is
payable in respect of 52 weeks
and is payable in three equal
moieties by FAS after 26th,
52nd and 78th qualifying
weeks.
Where a subsidised employee
leaves the employment within
the subsidy period he must be
replaced within four weeks by
another eligible person in order
that eligibility for any payment is
maintained. No replacement is
allowed where a person leaves
within four weeks of the

commencement of the subsidy
period.
An application to participate
must be made to, and approved
by, FAS in advance of
recruitment; this applies each
time it is intended to recruit a
person under this scheme.
Also, in advance of participating
in the scheme, a certificate of
eligibility in respect of the
employee must be obtained
from FAS.

Job Training Scheme
The aim of this scheme is to
use the training capacity an
expertise within the workplace
to train potential employees in
practical work-based skills. The
duration of training would vary
between 26 and 52 weeks,
depending on the requirement
in each case.
Qualifications for both
employers and
employees/trainees are similar
to those set out above in
respect of the Employment
Subsidy Scheme.
Both FAS and the employer
must be satisfied that the
trainees can benefit from the
training programme. This must
include Directed Training and
Workplace Training, integrated
to from the total programme.
This must be outlined by the
employer in a Training
Specification and approved by
FAS.
FAS may provide elements of
the Directed Training which may
be either inside or outside the
workplace. Both Directed and
Workplace Training must be
delivered or overseen by a
training supervisor. A final
certificate will be issued by FAS
stating the skills attained.
Employers wishing to
participate in the scheme, or
who require more information
on it, should contact FAS who
will brief them on the required
training procedures and the
general operation of the
scheme.
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industrial heating & ventilation equipment

Ceblnetheatera, unltalrhe8te.... elrhandllng units,
radlent heeUng, cIeatndIftcetIon units, Industrialheating equipment, plpebendlng machines

Mark Eire B.V. Coolea, Macroom, Co. Cork,
Ireland.
Telephone: 026-45334/45367;
Fax: 026-45383.
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With MARK. you have the perfect
friend and partner for all your induslrial
heating and ventilation needs. MARK
supply the complete program together
with a full range of accessories.
Complete the enclosed information
card and retum to MARK. so that the
necessary project sheets can be senl
10 you.
GS/GC and cabinet Heaters,
Standing and suspended air heaters,
from 18 kW to 400 kW.
calflo:
Direct fired air heaters from 71 kW to
l000kW.
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Tanner:
Warm water unil heater from 1kW to
100 kW.
ECG-Fans:
Ventilation units for re-eirculation and
extraction. from 4000 10 8000 m3/hr
standard, or arrj air volume on
request.
Infra:
High and low temperature radiant
plaque and tube heaters, from ?kW to
38kW.
Infra Aqua:
Warm water panels.
Pipe Bending Machines:
From 318 inch to 6 inch.

2

o
o

o

New Mark Eire employees
Gas Board Approvals
ISO 9002 Quality Award

3

o
o

Mark Caltlo
Information Cards

4

o

Mark Garage Unit
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THE MARK OF QUALITY

Mark is delighted to anlfounce that it
function, Paraic will also work in the
has been credited with the coveted
drawing office of the company and
IS09002 Quality Award. In its category implement Autocad drawings to the
Mark is the fi rst Irish
.,O",""D "....
quotation system, which
heating and ventilating
~
presently exists. This will
company to receive such
~
ensure that the most up
an award, continually
to date, accurate and
1.5 ISO 9000 EN 29000
working to improve and
QUALITY SYSTEM
current information is
upgrade the quality of Mark products.
available to consultant engineers,
Mr Paraic O'Conaola, a native of
installers and end users, to allow
Connemara and a graduate of
comprehensive decisions to be made.
Thomond College in Limerick, has
Right: Mr Paraic O'Conaola, Quality
joined Mark as Quality Assurance
Assurance Manager, Mark Eire
Manager. Together with his quality

\

I

Gas Board
Approvals
Mark are fortunate to have at this point
Gas Board Approval from the following
Gas Boards:
British Gas (Watson House)
Belgium Gas Board Approval
Dutch Gas Board Approval
German Gas Board Approval
French (Afnor) Gas Board Approval
Gas Board approval, together with the
systems approval of IS09002, make
Mark an extremely attractive purchase
with respect to heating and ventilation.

Service
Contract
System
To complement the in-house quality
system and to ensure that units perform as
they are designed to do, Mark have
implemented a Service Contract System
and a full time Service Engineer is
available to answer calls within 48 hours.
If your heater is not performing as you
think it should, we invite you to contact us
directly, so that we can come and rectify
the problem.
At design stage service can also be
enlisted to assist with design.

PIONEER GAS SYSTEMS
Pioneer Gas Systems Lld, Imperial
House, Roches Street, Limerick act
as the Mark Agent for the West and
South of Ireland. Contact Adrian Ryan
at (061) 317417 and mobile (088)
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol31/iss4/1
574075
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GC GU Roof Unit.

Maurice Byrne
Mark aredelighted to announce the
appointment of Maurice Byrne as Sales
Executive for Dublin and the Eastern area of
Ireland. Maurice is a native of Dublin, a
graduate of Bolton Street College of
Technology and joins Mark haVing worked
extensively in the natural gas sector for Bord
Gais Eireann as a Technical Sales Engineer.
Maurice has also spent a number of years in
the mechanical services and heating industry.
Maurice is well informed of the products
available at Mark BV in Holland, and has
spent a number of weeks investigating
installations abroad, with a view to
implementing such installations in Ireland. He
will be supported from the Coolea Office by
Michael Keane, who will work in the technical
services area of the company. Electrician by
trade, Michael has been employed with Mark
BV in Holland for a number of years, as well
as a test engineer in the Coolea factory.
Michael, as well as producing quotations, is
very well informed on all aspects of Mark
equipment, and will offer advice to installers,
consultant engineers and end users with
respect to wiring, mechanical performance
and installation.

Maurice Byrne

Michael Keane
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Mark Direct
Fired Unit
Mark Calflo direct fired make up air
heaters for natural or propane gas
(100% efficiency), modulating burner
20:1. Output ranges from 71 kW to

ANOTHER FIRST
Constructed from corrosion-resistant aluminium ALMG 3, the unit is
supplied with backward or forward curved ventilator blades, box burner if
required, high temperature filter, rollerband filter, internal stand alone heater
for frost protection. This Unit is being tested at present by the Dutch Gas
Board, (new E.C. norm requirement). Mark Calflo will be the first direct fired
unit with Gas Approval.

}333~~~

--------------------------------------------

INFORMATION CARD

Please Send:

o

I

Complete information
Specific information
o Mark Fohn cabinet heaters
Mark Fohn technical books
o Mark GS/GC unit air heaters
Mark GS/GC garage model
Mark GS/GC technical book
o Mark Calflo
Mark Infra radiant tube and plaque
o Mark Infra Aqua water panels
o Mark Infra Quartz electric

o Mark Ecofan
o Mark EK cabinet heaters
o Mark Tanner
o Mark Tanner technical book
o Mark Klimat

o Mark Dryflo
o Mark Bendingmachines
A visit from Mark advisor
o To receive Mark Post
o To receive a new Mark Poster
Other information

Name:
Company:
Contact Person:
Address:
Tel:

Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 1992
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Mark
GC/GU
Garage
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The Mark Garage Unit is a
product which can be supplied
with two ventilator systems.
Either the GC centrifugal fan as
shown or the GS axial fan
(propeller type). The unit is
designed primely for buildings
where there exists a risk of
explosion, due to harmful
vapours being suspended in the air.
New E.C. Regulations require that
where a building has an access door
sufficiently wide to accept a motor
vehicle, such as a system as the
Garage Unit has to be employed -hence the name.

I~

The unit has several advantages for
standard installations also, in that it is
supplied with an integrated flue fan
within the unit. This allows fresh air to
be taken from outside the building for
combustion and a balance is always
maintained with respect to flue gases
out and air intake in.

-

--

This unit can be supplied with all of
the accessories normally associated
with a standard GS or GC unit air
heater system, and has all of the
advantages of such a unit. All Mark
units are now fully computer tested for
combustion and efficiency prior to
leaving the factory.

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------AFFIX
STAMP

HERE

MarkEireBV
Coolea, Macroom
CO. Cork
Eire

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol31/iss4/1
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BTU GOLFING NEWS

I

Tremendous Turnout
for First Outing
An excellent turnout of over

70 participants got the BTU
Golf Society season
underway at Forest Little
earlier this month.
Conditions were pretty good
though a little windy. Still, it
made for a good test of
golfing prowess, a challenge
to which some rose more
than others!
Runtalrad were the sponsors
and they put up an excellent
array of prizes which were
presented in the clubhouse
later that evening after an
excellent meal.
While it's unfair to single one
particular golfer out on the
day, no one will begrudge Joe
Warren a mention for the
hole in one he got on the
11th.
Full details of the winners
were as follows:-

Front Nine - Isrt John
Lavelle, H11 with 19pts; 2nd:
Gerry Tobin, H15 with 18pts.
Back Nine - 1st: Tony
Gillan, H12 with 22pts; 2nd:
Joe Warren, HlO with 20pts.
Visitors - 1st: P Brown,
H16 with 36pts; 2nd: Brian
Donnelly, H17 with 30pts.

Next Outing
The next outing will be at
Clontarf Golf Club on 15 May
next.
Sheet opens at 9am on
Friday, 8 May. Contact
Michael Wyse.

PS:Unfortunately, the
gremlins got at Gerry
Phelan's camera. The
result: we have no
photographs.

Overall winner - Tony
Delaney, H11 with 44pts.
Class 1 - 1st: Peter
Johnson, H8 with 42pts;
2nd: Michael Matthews, H7
with 37pts; 3rd: Joe Weafer,
H35 with 35pts; and 4th:
Gerry Baker, H11 with 35pts.
Class 2 - 1st: Gerry Maher,
H14 with 37pts; 2nd:
Eamonn Cullen, H12 with
36pts; 3rd: Des O'Sullivan,
H13 with 36pts; and 4th:
Sean Farrell, H16 with 35pts.
Class 3 - 1st: Tom ScoU,
H19 with 40pts; 2nd: Des
O'Gorman, H20 with 40pts;
3rd: John White, H17 with
34pts; and 4th: Noel
McKeon, H18 with 33pts.

\

I
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I jaded.
Additionally, its very
success led to the
numbers attending being
so large as to make the
management and smooth
running of the event
extremely difficult.
Rather than have seen
I
the occasion gradually
I
decline, CIBSE has taken
the bold decision to
finish on the high note of
last year.
An all-industry golf
competition is planned
for some time in
September, not so much
as an alternative but
more as a fresh injection
into the social/business
calander of the CIBSE
year.

18 E
NEW
Nuremore

Off - It's
Official!
The CIBSE Nuremore
weekend is no more.
While many will be
disappointed and
perhaps even surprised
at the decision to cancel,
those who have attended
since the very first
occasion will testifY that
it is indeed time for a
change.
There is no denying that
Nuremore undoubtedly
represented one of the
largest industry
gatherings within the
building services sector.
However, the same
format can only be
repeated for a certain
length of time before it
becomes somewhat

Michael Buckley, outgoing Chairman, CIBSE presenting John
Purcell, incoming Chairman, with his Chain of Office.

Gas Lecture
Leaves Them
Breathless
The jointly-organised
lecture on gas
distribution held at the
Engineers Club in Clyde
Road, Dublin 4, earlier
this month incorporated
two presentations - one
by Chris Davies of Eolas
and the other by Roger
Dore of Bord Gais.
It attracted an
attendance of
approximately 30, the
degree of interest being

Chris Davies, Eolas pictured with John Cuthbert and Roger Dore,
Bord Gais.
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John Purcell, Chairman, pictured with George O'Neill; John
Cuthbert; Jim Curley; Ray Clinton; Des Murphy; Joe Lawlor; and
Brian Homan.

best illustrated by the
fact that the postpresentation open forum
discussion had to be cut
short in mid-stream it
went on so long.

CIBSE

Officers for
I 1992/3
The annual general
meeting of the CIBSE
was held in the
Engineers Club, Clyde
Road, Dublin 4 on 9
April. In addition to
reviewing the past year's
events and planning and
discussing the
programme for the
coming season, the

election of officers and
committee members took
place. Details are as
follows:Officers - Chairman:
John Purcell; ViceChairman: John
Cuthbert; Honorary
Secretary
Correspondence: Brian
Homan; Record
Secretary: Jim Curley;
Honorary Treasurer: Ray
Clinton.
Committee - Oliver
Reddy; Joe Lawlor; Des
Murphy; Joe Hogan;
Eamonn McGrattan;
George O'Nei11; Matt
Mahon; Ken Beattie; and
ex-officio: Michael
Buckley.
• Continued on page 18
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Radiator Thermostats
• Widely used in Domestic and Commercial
Specifications throughout Ireland for the
last 40 years.
• Valve Range in one pipe and two pipe
heating ystems for domestic and
commercial applications.
• Valve Sizes 3/8",112", 3/4" & 1 BSP.
or 8mm, 10mm, lSmm & 20mm copper.
1

• Features of Sensor Elements include
Memory Disc, Locking and Limiting.
Side and top indication.
•

emote Sensors come in 2m, Srn or 8m
capillary lengths.

• Manufactured in factories assessed and
certified by ISO 9000.

J.J. SAMPSON & SON LTD.
Unit 71.
Cherry Orchard Industrial Estate, Dublin 10.
Telephone: (01) 626 8111/626 9332
Telefax: (01) 626 9334.
Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 1992
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18 E
NEW
• Continued from page 16

Mitsubishi Aid
Research
Mitsubishi Electrtc UK
has given £20,000 to the
CIBSE Research Fund.
Masao Nishimura,
Managing Director of
Mitsubishi Electrtc's
Consumer and Industrial
Products Group. stated
"Our philosophy is to
develop products which
limit damage to the
environment. and ensure
best use of the energy
sources aVailable.
"Mitsubishi Electrtc
wishes to establish a
strong relationship with
CIBSE and the building
services industry in order
to pursue this aim".
The CIBSE Research
Fund has received
donations and pledges
amounting to £250.00
since its launch in March
1991. A CIBSE project to
determine the feasibility
of recycling domestic
water is nearing
completion and a
research contract to
examine the effectiveness
of air to to air heat
recovery is being
negotiated. Other
research projects
receiving support include
a multi-variable
investigation into health
and comfort in office
environments; and a
study of the reliability of
published data on fan
losses.

ADVANCE

ALES LEADS

filtration system storage
tank treatment plant at
Aghnadauph.Co
Monaghan. Tenders have
been sought from specialist
contractors to carry out the
work on the £300,000
contract which is due to
start in April and will take
three months to complete.
The work will also involve
the erection of a 72 sq m
store and the tanks will be
built on a concrete base.

Newmarket Information, the Dun Laoghaire-based
construction information company, provides advance
information on new construction projects nationwide
-- all potential leads for contractors, sub-contractors
and suppliers. The company publishes information in
the weekly eIS report which provides full project
details, contact names, addresses and telephone
numbers, design team details and tendering and
cons~ruction schedules. The following listing is
proVided by CIS Report and gives a brief description
of the types of projects covered. To obtain
information on the service phone 01 - 2809476/
I WICKLOW:
2809557.
Collen Construction Ltd
building contractors, has
been granted planning
CLARE:
DUBLIN:
permission for the erection
Tenders were sought
Mallinckrodt Medical, the
of two advance
recently from building
United States healthcare
factory/warehouse unit!'
contractors for the erection company. recently decided
costing over £200.000 at: •
of a new £6 million light
to locate its new multi36 and 37, Beechwood
engineering facility
million pound
Close, Boghall Road, Bray,
consisting of workshop
manufactUring plant at
Co Wicklow. The singlespace, offices, storage
Damastown Industrial
storey units, measuring
facility, carparking spaces , Park. MuIhuddart in
653 sq m in total, will
and associated site works
Dublin 15 and planning
include two-storey office
at the new Industrial Park,
permission for the project
accommodation.
Smithstown Road,
is currently being sought
Collen Construction Ltd
Ballycasey Townland. Co
from Dublin County
will carry out the main
Clare for Shannon Turbine
Council.
building work and will
Technologies Ltd.
Project Managers and
appoint all relevant subThe new building will
consulting engineers
contractors for the
measure 8,000 sq m and
BcMRA, have been
mechanical, electrical,
will comprise 1000 sq m of awarded the project
steel, roofing and cladding
two-storey offices to the
management brief for the
work. A start date has yet
front.
custom-built plant and
to be established although
they are expected to engage I work Will take three to six
consultant architects.
months to complete.
CORK:
!
Drinagh Co-Operative
LIMERICK:
Society Ltd dairy product
Desmond Creations Ltd,
manufacturers, has been
jewellery manufacturers,
granted planning
has been granted planning
permission to build a
permission for the erection
£500.000 retail store on
of an extension costing
the existing site at
between £3 and £3.5
Carrigfadda Townland,
million to the existing
Skibbereen, Co Cork. The
While it was
costume jewellery
single-storey store,
intended to have
manufactUring factory at
measuring 1,690 sq m, will
WoUburgess West,
the
forms for this
be built in steel and
Rathkeale, Co Limerick.
year's Buyer
concrete and will be
The 7,700 sq m building
Guide enclosed
situated on a 1.8 acre site.
will be constructed by
Construction work is due
with this issue,
John Sisk and Sons Ltd.
to start within the next few
they have been
months and will take four
held back for the
MONAGHAN:
to six months to complete.
May issue of
Patrick McGeough has
The unit will be used for
sought
planning
BSNews.
the sale of groceries and
permission
for
a
slow
sand
hardware.
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here aren't too many
subjects that you could get
a large group ofIrish
people to agree on - discuss
football, tomorrow's weather,
politics or who's going to win the
All Ireland and you'll have to deal
with full-scale arguments. But tell
them they're paying too much tax
and you'll have a captive audience
- tell them there are ways to
reduce their tax bill and you'll
probably make friends for life.....
writes Tom Breathnach, Pension
Sales Manager, Irish Life.

T

Why? because the reality is that they
are probably paying too much tax.
Last year alone the Revenue
collected £8.4 billion in taxes, much
of which could have been avoided.
If you are a self-employed
individual, you have to be
particularly alert in terms of the
allowances and reliefs you are
entitled to. Given that you are
making your own returns to the
Revenue, you are probably aware of
your basic tax relief and allowances
but are you sure you are maximising
all tax savings opportunities? The
likelihood i that you're not and, as a
result, are giving more money to the
taxman than you should.
Tax saving opportunities exist which
are specifically devised to help you
in certain situations. The Revenue
will actually encourage you to
maximise these opportunities as it is
good public policy to encourage
people, for example, to insure
against the cost of-hospitalisation, to
provide for their families and to save
for retirement rather than becoming a
burden on the State.
An article such as this provides too
short a space to supply a
comprehensive list, so we will list
just a few to whet your appetite.
Deeds of Covenant

Perhaps one of the most
straightforward way of reducing
you tax bill is through executing
deeds of covenant. Essentially, a
deed of covenant involves giving or
covenanting a lump sum to an
individual, usually a on or daughter.
You get full tax relief on the money

How to
Reduce
Your Tax
Liability
you pay to the covenantee once a
number of basic Revenue conditions
are met.
You can covenant up to 5% of your
income in anyone year among your
children. This opportunity is all the
more attractive given that, for a
change, your children are helping
you reduce your tax bill.
Family Help

As a self-employed person you are in
the unique position where your
children can help further reduce your
tax bill. Employing them officially in
your business you can reduce your
taxable income. The reality i that
they are probably helping you out
from time to time anyway. So, why
not formalise the arrangement and
pay less tax?
Provision For Retirement

The implest and most effective way
of reducing your tax bill is throuoh
' .
e
pensIOn plannIng. Once again your
sel f-employed status is beneficial.
Being self-employed you can plan to
open a personal pension plan giving
you tax relief on monies invested
today and tax-free investment orowth
"
e
until you retIre. Of course, the main
benefit of a pension plan is
guaranteed pension for life that it can
give your and your spouse.
If you have formed a limited
company, so much the better. The

company can put by much higher
contributions for you than if you
were self-employed, save 40%
company tax by doing so, and you
can draw down your benefits at an
earlier age.
Interest Relief

Since tax relief on bank overdrafts
was abolished, for most people this
means interest relief on mortgages
used to finance the purchase or the
improvement of your main
residence. The limit is £ 1,600 per
annum for a single person or £3,200
for a married couple.
But what about commercial
mortgages, where an individual buys
or extends his business premises?
Interest on such a loan is not subject
to the same ceiling barrier but is
deductible in full as a business
expense. And why be satisfied with
tax relief only on the interest? After
all, a large part of each payment
comprises a repayment of the capital
sum so why not secure tax relief on
this as well? It can be done, if you
know how.
There are numerous other ways of
reducing the tax you pay, all well
worth considering. Think about it,
analyse what you are doing at
present and see if you can improve
on it. The chances are that you can.
It's in your own hands'
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Unvented
Hot Water Systems

• Quick and easy to install - less
pipework and ancillary products.

• More hygienic water
when mains fed close
system.

Choice of locations - garage,
• kitchen, bedroom, bathroom.

• Wider choice of taps including aerated taps.

• No more frozen pipes and
leakages.

• More powerful shower.

• Better control of mixer taps.

• Less noise - no tank
refilling.

• Pressure maintained when
more than one termin ,:,
opened.

• All the safety components
are pre-adjusted and
factory assembled.

~oppercraft Ltd.
Coppercraft Ltd., Kylemore Park West, Ballyfermot, Dublin 10.

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol31/iss4/1
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Directors & Officers Liability
Insurance
Officers/Directors can be held personally liable for their action if
it is found that they have not done their utmost to minimise
potential losses when they ought to know that the future
company could go into liquidation within the foreseeable future.
Directors/Officers hold positions of high responsibility and are
highly vulnerable to potential liability for actual or alleged
breach of trust or duty, misstatements, negligence,
unauthorised payments, unauthorised borrowing, bad advice,
failure to disclose the full extent of their own personal interests,
failure to comply with statutory requirements, error of judgment
and negligent supervision or unauthorised investment,
regardless of how innocently they may have carried out such
actions.

Warning on
Failure to
File Annual
Returns
It is a requirement of the
Companies Acts that annual
returns and accounts be
submitted to the Registrar of
Companies and, where default
is made in filing annual returns,
the company and every officer
thereof, may be liable to a fine
of up to £1,000. If audited
accounts are not attached as
required, the company and
every officer thereof may be
liable to a further fine of up to
£1,000.
Up to 400 warning notices and
strike off notices were issued by
the Companies Registration
Office at the end of December
1991 and further notices have
been issued in January 1992.
The Registrar of Companies has
power to issue such warning
notices under Section 11 of the
Companies (Amendment) Act
1982 and Section 12 as
amended by Section 245 of the
Companies Act, 1990.
The Registrar of Companies
may send a letter to a company
where he has reasonable cause

Legal action can be brought against an Officer/Director from
many sources - shareholders, employees, creditors,
customers, suppliers and regulatory groups.
The loss potential for an Officer/Director held personally liable
can be catastrophic with the risk of heavy fines, imprisonment
and high legal costs.
So how does an Officer/Director protect himself against such
losses?
Directors and Officers Liability Insurance is readily available to
Officers/Directors who wish to carry on with their daily activities
in a professional manner, without the worry of such potential
personal financial losses hanging over them.
This insurance provides an indemnity against damages, legal
costs and out of court settlements for which the Officer/Director
is held liable, and also against costs incurred by the company
where it is held liable to indemnify a Director/Officer.
Any claims made during the period of insurance are covered,
regardless of when the actions leading to such a claim took
place. The limit of indemnity offered under offered under such
insurance is an aggregate limit and, as with other professional
indemnity insurance, a deductible is applied.
Each risk is calculated individually to ensure the most complete
cover at the most competitive price.

to believe that the company is
If the Registrar does not receive
not carrying on business or
a response he may publish a
where the company has failed to notice in Iris Oifigiuil and send a
submit annual returns for two
notice to the company stating
consecutive years. This letter
that, at the expiration of one
will enquire if if the company is
month from the date of the
carrying on business and state I notice, the company will be
that, where no reply is received
struck off the register and the
within a month, a notice will be
company dissolved unless
published in Iris Oifigiuil with a
cause is shown to the contrary
view to striking the mane of the
in the meantime.
company off the Register.

I
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UC 16FL FROM
CYLON CONTROLS

PRODUCTS

Cylon Controls Ltd, Irish
manufacturers of building
management systems for the
European marketplace, have
introduced a new small unit
called the UC16FL, which has
been specially designed to solve
temperature control problems
associated with apartment and
flat complexes.
The UC16FL accurately controls
and monitors temperature and
energy usage, then apportions
costs accordingly. Maintenance
costs are also reduced as a result
of extensive alarms reporting on
the pc or through a unique paging
facility which has been developed
in association with Eirpage.
The new product incorporates
several revolutionary new
aspects, including DIN railmounted housing and high-speed
communications.
Further information is available
from Cylon Controls Ltd, Unit 8,
Enterprise Centre, East Wall
Road, Dublin 3. Tel: 01-366626;
Fax: 01-365108.

CLEAN SWEEP AT
TOSHIBA
Toshiba has introduced new-wall
mounted cooling units, new
cooling-only cassettes,new
inverter-aided wall units and
changes to their window/wall
range.
The new wall-mounted cooling

New Toshiba cooling-only wall units from GT Phelan.

only units, sourced from
Toshiba's Plymouth factory, are
already available. These are the
RAV-180KP with nominal4.7kW
cooling and the RAV240KP with
nominal 6.3kW cooling. They are
supplied with a 3-series multifunction controller as standard.

cooling, 3.20kW heating; 5.0kW
cooling, 3.5kW heating; and
6.5kW cooling and 4.0kW heating
respectively. Existing heating
pump models, RAC-22EH, R
30EH and RAC-45SH, will
continue to be available, styled in
wood grain finish.

Also available are new coolingonly cassettes to replace RAV458/716/717/1006/1256 models.
The new cooling-only cassettes
are the RAV-180UP, 4.7kW;
RAV-24UP, 6.3kW; RAV-360UP,
9.2kW; and RAV-460UP, 11.7kW
cooling. They have the same
ceiling panel as fitted to the RAV
heat pump range and also adopt
the 3-series controller as
standard.

Other changes involve the
replacement of RAS-22EKHV
and RAS-28EKHV inverter-aided
wall mounted units with entirely
new models - RAS-1 OYKHT and
RAS-13PKHT. These new units
will provide 0.6-2.9kW cooling,
0.6-4.5kW heating; and 0.63.8kW cooling and 0.6-5.8kW
heating respectivey.

There are also changes to the
window/wall range. Incoming
models, RAC-12LE, RAC-18LE
and RAC-24LE, all in new-style,
white finish casings, replace
outgoing RAC-30GE, RAC-46GE
and RAC-60SE models.

Finally another development,
promised for August, is a singlephase, 3hp outdoor unit, which
can be matched with any
compatible indoor heat pump
model.
Details from GT Phelan Ltd, 59
Rock Road, Blackrock,Co Dublin.
Tel: 2832622; Fax: 2883821.

The new models are electric
heater units providing, 3.5kW

REDRING'S PLUS 9S
Redring's 9kW Plus 9S electric
shower delivers up to 30% more
water than a 7kW shower.
Accurate and economical shower
control is easy using the many
built-in design features. This
versatile shower gives the option
of an economic, low-power
setting for the summer months or
a high setting for really hot
showers in the cold weather.
Toshiba's new inverter-aided heat pump unit from GT Phelan.
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A dual-intensity neon indicator
confirms which setting has been
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selected and also acts as a
warning light, indicating if there is
insufficient water pressure.

PRODUCT

The one-turn temperature control
and clear numerical graphics
allow the shower temperature to
be preset and finely-tuned for
personal preference.
Easy installation is assured with
top, bottom or rear entry options
for both the water and power
supply.
Complementing Redring's
comprehensive range of
instantaneous electric showers,
the Plus S is also available with
7kW and 8kW loadings and has
BEAB and WRC Approval.
Details from GEC Distributors
Ltd, 15 Hendrick Street, Dublin 7.
Tel: 775413; Fax: 775601.

HEAT MASTER:
COMBATING LIME
PROBLEMS
Any lime deposit, being a poor
conductor of heat, causes
overheating of combustion
chambers, reduces efficiency and
leads to failure of the appliance.
The Heat Master provides a
solution to the problem of lime
deposition by interposing the
boiling water between the source
of heat and the domestic hot
water. Heat transfer to the
domestic hot water is carried out
at low temperature so that there
is little chance of lime deposition.
Additionally, lime deposits cannot
form on the heat exchanger
which ensures that the appliance
will continue to operate at high
efficiency over a long period.

Coupe Heat Master: - (1) Corrugated stainless heat exchanger; (2) Neutral fluid;
(3) Flueways fitted with special stainless steel turbulators; (4) Rigid polyurethane
the[mal insulation; (5) Pump; (6) Water-cooled combustion chamber for
maximum heat recovery; (7) Gas or oil burner; (8) Programmer.

minimum maintenance and
operating cost;

growth of legionella bacteria is
eliminated.

(2) Stainless steel cylinder,
corrosion-free and suitable for
operating pressures up to 10
BAR water pressure;

The Heat Master is suitable for all
locations which have a
requirement for domestic hot
water such as hospitals, hotels,
restaurants, sports clubs and
factories.

To ensure maximum heat transfer
to the domestic hot water a
corrugated angular stainless steel
exchanger with a large heating
surface has been developed. In
addition, a pump is fitted to
circulate boiling water and the
cylinder whenever the boiler is
operating.

(3) Problems with line deposits
eliminated;

Advantages of the Heat Master

(7) As the complete cylinder is
heated, the possibility of the

(1) Low installation cost with

(4) Suitable for oil or gas (LPG &
natural gas);
(5) Well insulated with 30 mm
polyurethane equivalent to 60mm
fibre glass;
(6) Rapid heat recovery;

The ACV heater may also be
used for central heating as well
as domestic hot water. Priority in
this case is given to the heating
of the domestic water.
Details from Quadrant Engineers
Ltd, Chapelizod, Dublin 20. Tel:
01-6265711; Fax: 01-6267863.
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From Russia...with gas? yes,
so it is to be once a new deal
signed between an Irish-based
financial services consultancy
firm and one of the world's
largest industrial gas
manufacturers is concluded.
Limerick-based Irlasto plcwho hitherto specialised in
assisting western firms enter
the Russian marketplace have now reversed the
technology/product flow by
entering into a trading
arrangement with Cryocor
Stock Company (which
incorporates most industrial gas
manufacturers of the former
Soviet Union) which will see the
establishment of a Shannonbased venture to distribute the
gas throughout Europe.

o

o

The products in question
include liquid nitrogen, argon,
liquid oxygen, and helium. To
cement the deallrlasto has
taken a small stake in Cryocor.
According to Irlasto Managing
Director, Kieran Walshe, the
plan is for the company to get
involved generally in the export
of Russian technology and
equipment to Europe from a
Shannon base.
Seems strange at first but,
when you think about iLwhy
not?

I

between Ireland and the UK at
a cost of £250 million. He said
that if the decision was based
on the fact that Ireland's natural
gas reserves are said to be
running out, it should be
realised that the cause was that
the gas was being given
away.

And still with gas...this is just to
make everyone at Bord Gais
green with envy (I think!)

He argued that, if supplies of
natural gas from Kinsale Head
are threatened, it is primarily
because 70% is being sold to
two users - NET (25%) and
the ESB (45%) - at enormous
discounts.

There's currently a row going
on in the UK because of the
salary of Robert Evans,
Chairman of British Gas. He
has recently had a 17.6% pay
increase, bringing his gross pay
to St£435,222 per annum.

The article went on to state that
NET's gas bill is £14 million
per year which, if charged at
the correct market prices,
should be closer to £70 million.

Since becoming Chairman and
Chief Executive only last July,
he has seen his salary more
than double.

Equally so, Mr Morrissey
maintained that the ESB was
paying only 25% of the going
market rate for its supplies.
Moreover, he claimed that the
situation was made all the
worse because the Board's
generating equipment is
wasteful, thereby requiring
some six units of electricity to
be wasted to produce four
units.
This fascinating report is
crammed with such information

and is well worth the trouble of
getting a back-issue if you
missed it first time 'round.

000

He says - "I'm employed by
British Gas shareholders and I
am here to deliver for them. If I
don't perform, I don't earn".
However, one of his sternest
critics, Labour Energy
Spokesperson Frank Dobson
says: 'This is another example
of the sheer greed which has
been let loose by setting up
privatised monopolies".
I Where does that leave us with

Bord Gais...or the ESB for that
matter?

000
Still on the subject of gas but
much closer to home, anyone
with an interest in energy and more especially natural gas
- would do well to get a copy
of The Sunday Business Post
dated 12 April last.
James Morrissey, one of the
paper's leading journalists, did
an excellent article under the
heading - "£250 million
Pipedream Is A Nightmare".
In it he questioned the wisdom
of the decision to proceed with
the gas-interconnector
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol31/iss4/1
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A mobile laboratory at Camfil' laboratory in Trosa. A Ford
Scorpio has been equipped to analyse the air around us and is
being used as part of a unique experiment by Camfil in
association with the University of Stockholm.
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AT ·LAST A NEW VALVE THAT
CAN TAKE THE PRESSURE.
et al.: BS News

Polterton Myson, Europe's leading manufacturer
of heating products, kno\\S that reliability
has to be a key factor when choosing
motorised valves for modern central
heating systems.
We are therefore

proud

to

announce a new range of 2 and 3 port
'VIyson valves which are manufactured
in our own factory using up to the
minute technology, ensuring the highest
degree of quality and reliability.
This new generation of Myson valves
includes all the market requirements - and the

added benefit of neon indicators that show at a
glance "hich mode the valve is operating
in, making it easier to install and use.
The fact that '\1yson \al\ es
are quick and easy to fit and fUlly
compatible and interchangeable
"ilh the vast majol'ity of competitor brands means they are ideal
for bOlh the replacement and new
installation market.
So if you are looking for the ultimate in
reliability, cost efficiency, compatibility and
performance - relax. You've just found it.

~

POTTERTON MYSON
"AIIlT 0' IlU£ CJlIlCLf
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PLEASE CONTACT SALES OFFICE,
MYSON IRL LTO PARKMORE INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, LONGMILE ROAD, DUBLIN 12. TEL: 01 509075. FAX: 01 553629.
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Dwyer Manometers, Magnehelic Gauges,
Pressure, Level, Flow Switches and Meters

MA OTHERM LTD - The one top hop for industrial instruments
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